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Overview
We are looking for Senior Application Security Specialist to join one of our clients busy and dynamic teams,

based in our Dublin offices.  There is also the option for working remotely within Ireland with occasional

visits to the office.

Through the transition to an agile delivery methodology, you will be creating, improving and assessing a

suitable application-level security framework to harden online services and prevent cyber-attacks. With this,

you’ll be researching, designing and implementing the means to mitigate software security risks.

Leading implementation and continuous improvement of application level security framework.

You will work with the development teams and educate them on application security aspects and best

practices. to ensure what we build is secure and protects our players and systems from risk.

Executing code scans using niche tools, complemented by selective manual review as well as maintaining

and configuring code scanning tools.



Requirements
You have proven work experience in the field of information/software security.  

Your deep knowledge and understanding of software weaknesses (CWE, OWASP) will be essential in this

role.

Cryptography and networking protocols

Experience with static code analysis tools

such as SonarQube

Experience with dynamic analysis tools

such as BurpSuite

Experience with the OWASP Top 10, OWASP

Top 10 proactive controls, and secure web

development methodologies

A solid grasp of web security and Window’s

internals

The Stack - Essential

Experience working with agile development teams

and a Secure SDLC.

Experience working with compiled languages and in

particular C++

Knowledge of JavaScript or at least one scripting

language (PHP, Pearl and Python)

Machine learning techniques and knowledge of

compiler technologies

The Stack - Good To Have



Personality
You’ll enjoy the challenge of working in a fast paced, highly multifaceted environment.  

Comfortable working independently or within a team, you are great at both. 

You  have a keen interest in security and a strong desire to learn new technologies.

As our  client transitions into an agile delivery methodology, you  will thrive driving a DevSecOps approach

to ensure that key security controls are hard wired into software delivery pipelines.



Remote Working
This is a remote, work from home position, but you’ll be asked to come to the office in either Leeds or Dublin

a few times a month. All expenses will be entirely covered. 

In this ever-changing world, our client recognises the benefits of working remotely, but it’s important that

you make human contact with your colleagues and get to know your team.  Spending quality time together

is essential for keeping everyone mission-aligned.



The Package
You wouldn’t expect us to disclose the salary range at this early stage, but we’re very confident that we’ll

meet your expectations. Our client understands the value of rewarding staff well, and has constructed a

superb package. There’s an annual, significant discretionary bonus.

And that’s just for starters.

You’ll get medical and dental cover for you and your immediate family. You’ll get a personal interest

allowance to encourage you to pursue a hobby away from the workplace. Work is important, but so is life. If

you have a baby – as a mother or father – whilst in work, you’ll be given 1000 BGN to celebrate and buy the

essentials. That’s a lot of nappies!

You’ll be given plenty of opportunity to develop your skills and qualifications with plenty of support.

And once the World gets back to something like normal, there are summer and Christmas parties and we

told that they are quite the event…



Next...
If we’ve piqued your interest, we’d be happy to answer any questions that you may have. If you are happy

to be considered, we’ll need a CV, and after that, there’ll be a will be a general Zoom call. 

If both parties are happy, there will be a more specific 1-hour Zoom interview interview with the relevant

personnel. 

And if that goes well…welcome to your new job.



We have decades of experience of recruitment, business and commerce, and it shows.  Trading since 2018,

we're an independent and proud Irish company, working mainly within the tech sector across Bulgaria,

Ireland and the UK. We have developed some very smart techniques for finding key staff for our portfolio of

clients. It can be hard and laborious work, but it's really effective.

But you know that already, or you wouldn't be sitting there, reading this.

We treat our candidates with a great deal of respect, and because of this, we develop strong relationships

with our ever-increasing database of talent.  

We never forget that we are dealing with people who are making life changing decisions. We'd be

delighted to help you on to the next stage of your career. 

A bit about us

 

www.i-recruit.ieinfo@i-recruit.ie +353 (0)86 783 5656


